The Spain case is an interactive case study that discusses the main problems that faced the Spanish economy from 1973 to 2010. The case contextualizes students and helps them to analyze the solutions put in place by the different governments in power at that time.

This case study is separated into six main sections:

- The transition 1973-1982
- 1st socialist Government 1982-1996
- Popular Party Government 1996-2004
- 2nd Socialist Government 2004-2010
- Future Challenges
- Long Way to the past to the future
Throughout the case the student has access to a wide range of multimedia resources, such as photographs, audio fragments of speeches and important interviews from that time, front pages of newspapers, and graphs and tables. All these are complemented with text-based explanations.
The case also includes a graphical analysis section that allows students to compare key indicators (inflation, unemployment, and real GDP) across time for each of the different periods.